
:^HTAL ATTITUDES AND B:;UAYIOUR PA'TSRgS*

Many Europeans, in varying moods of sadness, disillusionment, 

impatience, and contempt, have oppressed tha opinion that, "You can't 

raad a Native", or “You can't got at them”, or "I cannot understand 

what makes them tick". Thia represents a nssd, for it is difficult 

to ho of real use to people if one cannot underatand them*

Yet, hy patient listening to their words and manners of speech, 

and hy patient observation of the way they behave, one finds oortain 

recurrent patterns. This very recurrence in widely differing individ

uals and different eituational contexte shows that thsy have a more 

universal meaning for the women, and that in these words, behaviour- 

pat terns and phrasings something of what "makes them tick” is expressed. 

The impression is gained that far too little ssrious sttsntion is paid 

to what thsy want to say, and often say so badly*

From the beginning of thia investigation such recurrent patterns 

of speech and action have been oollsoted* They are here submitted as 

a first attest t and possibly as an inspiration for someone, for Instance 

our Bantu linguists, to undertake a more specialised study of a subject 

which is not only fascinating, but may well be rewarding in throwing 

light on attitudes and value standards*

As always, the explanation of theda attitudes must be found in one 

or ssore of the interacting forces coming from the three main fields 

of motivationI the tribal past, the European example, and the field 

of reactions and over-compensations of a suppressed people. One finds 

ill-understood or badly imitated European patterns, left-over from 

partly superceded and partly adjusted and transferred African notions, 

as well as "the return of the oppressed"*

The various aspects of thess transitional and Inter—acting forces 

have been denlt with under separate headings, but in reality they 

are olosely interwoven. They never exist alone and cannot be explained 

in isolation.

They are not meant as generalisations from particular evente*

The idea is not that African women are so, but that some women 

sometimes behave and speak in this way, which may sometimes be 

ex licahle in this way*

Evidence/



Evidence, however, suggests that the attitudes explained helow 

are more frequent in occurrence than mere appearance would make one 

think.

All these attitudes will come up again in the analysis of the

various organlsati ns whenever they seem pertinent. They will he

•eon- again in one or another of their many facets* Here only the

main lines are traced and some general examples are given*

The notion of "Strangth"*

This shows itself, for instance, in such expressions ast

"A popular leader ie strong"*

2An organisation with many members is strong”*

A hostess whose entertainments are liked and who has many guests 
is strong"*

"A Church member who pays in much money is strong"*

A member said to be about her Chairlady, a dominant, dictatorial 

person, "Oh, yes, she is strong, magically so"*

It is expressed in the following sentencet "After all, a mother 

wants to give her strength to her children", and if one then inquires 

in what thie strength exists, one may receive an answsr like* a 

business or eduoation*

This notion “strength" os the essential quality of all things, 

mineral, vegetable, human, as wall as divine* All of these possess 

this"strength” or "life-force” in varying degrees and kinds. It is 

the basic notion of Bantu ontology* It constitutes ths esssncs of 

th in g s*^  It also constitutes the essence of Man who, only to the 

dagrets to which he possesses it, is "IflBTtf" (which is apparently not 

'’homo", but rather "humanus")*

As against our static, the African has a dynamic ontological 

principle, and since the concept of "essence” implies a teleologioal 

and epistomologic&l and evaluational principle, he has a different 

conception of the purpose of life, of what constitutes knowlsdgs, and 

what ka essential value* It is diffioult to know the oitont

to/*****

(l) I have found sporadic mention of this* Diedrich Westsroann

"Ths African To-d,%yg, Oxford University Press, 1934* PP. 184/188.

A.W.Hoemle, "Magic and Medicine, Chapter X in "The Bantu Speaking 

Tribes of outh ftfrioa** Ed* I .  Sohapera, London, 1937t P.222*

It is the theme of a book by P. flacied TempoIs, O.F.M. "Bantu 

Filoaofie"* Antwerpen, 194$. My thanks are due to Professor 

Kennoth Kirkwood, Chairman of the Regional Committee of tho South 

African Institute of Race Relations In Durban, for having drawn 

my attention to it*



to whioh ha is maintaining: this, his oim me at physical visw of man 

and tha world, or the axtent to which he has absorbed the Suropaan 

concept. Probably ha merges both conceptions, or he applies o** to 

the thing* he acquires through Europeans and "fiuropeanisation", amongst 

theae particularly European education, and the other the more intimate 

things of hia life.

Certain phenomena of the women and the women'* organisation are 

explicable in term* of thi* essential quality "power” or ”life-strength” 

which — and thia is important — can increase or decrease, and even 

further, can be increased or decreased by influences from other life- 

poworo.

people possess a large amount of this "power", specially those 

in leading positions. The first-born's strength is always greater 

than that of the later borni for these forces are ordered according to 

"statu*" and "first-bornness". Children have little of it of their 

own and this mainly through maintaining an inner dependence on their 

father and mother, Ancestors are, of courss, the first to whom God gave 

this "Ilfe-force". The ritual rftle and the essential meaning of cattle 

Is baaed on this,

It i* at the basis of magic and witchcraft which, as distinct from 

this mors fundamental notion, has been, and is being, studied extensive

ly and enthua*ia*tieally.

It was and still is at the root of the respect for the European, 

and ia also, because of better understanding of Europeans and European 

technology, beginning to undermine this respect, "To the Bantu, the 

PJuropeans, probably bsoause of their materialistic outlook, lack the 

essential quality of human beings, which is best conveyed by the Zulu 

word "ITBUSTU", writes Selby Kangani Hgoobo.

The notion of "knowledge".

What the traditional African conoept of "knowledge” is, can bo 

dsduced from the concept of "essence"! it is knowledge of this life- 

strength, and only such knowledge as leads to life-strength, is real 

and true knowledge. It is also knowledge of the way* and means to in

crease or decrease it , or to make use of it. The ancestors naturally 

had more of tala knowledge, and the older* had proportionately more, *o 

on* goes to the ancestors and elders for advice. But, while it would 

seem that much of this concept of life-force underlies motive* for

action/.. . .

(1) See Winifred Hoernlei "Religion in Bative Life", in "Thinking 
with Africa", Hew York, 1927* p. 95.

(2) "The South African Way of ife ", London, 1953* p .56.



action and criteria of values, tha idea of"knowledge* haa become 

confused. It has, for instance, not become clear what a woman means 

when she sayst "I know, yea, I know".

Sometimes one haa the Impression that she never says that she 

know* a thing, unless ®h® has b<ien expressly taught that very thing.

A dressmaker* for instance, who ssws beautifully and has learned 

from her mother who was a dressmaker, will tell you, "But I really 

do not know it, I just do it"* A woman, for years a member of an 

organisation and & regular at trie dan t at ita meetings, will tell you 

that she does not know it. Yet, prolonged questioning and some hard 

thinking on her part shows that she knows the broad facts about it 

quite well. ^

Possibly the word "knowledge" has come to stand only for verbal 

instruction and memorising of concepts whioh, since one receives full 

marks for them at school, has been taken to be the meaning of knowledge* 

On the other hand, this very formal school knowledge has been given 

the old fealing-oontent of that other, more"magical" knowledge•

There is certainly an immense confusion, which communicates itself 

necessarily in an Investigation which consists so often of questions

likei Do you know..........? What do you know a b o u t .......?  Tell me

what you know of* . . • * . .?

Whilst some research has apparently been don* on the African’s

mods and manner of perception, his motivation, his senseperception,
( 2 )

it seems as if th® study of his mode of conception lags behind.' '

Here is a rich and rewarding field of research.

It could be suggested, that the relationship between perception and 

conceptual knowledge, and the interchange between these two should 

receive attention. There appears to be a complete lack of integration 

of thess two sources of knowledge* Thsy seem separate ^ ' *  With 

African women, information and instruction received perceptually does 

not necessarily become conceptual knowledgs, and vice versa* Ths con

fusion brought about by our lack of understanding of this, and our 

consequent lack of adaptation of the means of instruction, shows 

disastrous results in
the/............

(1) Cases where ahe saye she does not know because shs oes not 
want to tell are excluded*

(2) Intelligence tests are not meant here*

(3) The seriousness and the conssqusnces of thia was clsarly demonstrat 
sd in the recently held Conference on the Training of African 
lurses* Some aepects of this problem have been touohed upon in my
urses Report*



tha failure of European education and th* split between educated and 

non-«ducat3d, as well as in th© complete divorce of so many educated 

Africans from their own life, which might account for the dearth of 

African leadership which, after all, must c me from the ranks of the 

educated*

It may seem far-fetched to bring in suoh fundamental problems 

in an Investigation of Afrioan women's organisations, yet both these 

notions, the ontological and the epiatomological, furnish the general 

atmosphere in which the drama of the organisations takes place) in 

both are hidden very great and urgent and belatedly recognised needs| 

they enter vitally into the life of the women*

Whenever one touches the problems of the woman, for instance the 

children and the women's helplessness about them, they will say,

"Bobody taught us what to do with out children, so how are we to know?".

Or, another instancei things may happen, quite obtrusive things, 

at a neighbour's house, and they know nothing about it because, "She 

did not tell me", They just do not seem to oee things* They do not 

easily learn froa experience or observation.

Very few women were found who would experiment with a crochet 

stitch or a recipe. She must be "told" or "taught" things.

Only when an African woman has been "given the words” , does she

•earn to know And #ords seem to give rise to "aotlon", not to
Is)

thought .

Another point which belongs in this context is the difficulty 

arising from the fact that the semi-educated woman finds it hard to 

distinguish past and present from future* further, tha factual and 

normative are the same.

She will tell you* "In our society we d o .. ." ,  which maj meant

"Wo did it once, but it did not work so we gave it up".
"We wanted to do it but we did not succeed”.
"We should do it".
"We would have done it, b u t ..* .. .  or i f . . . . . " *
"We may do it and we intend to try i t . . . "  and finally -
"Tou would like to hfcar me say that we do it".

Hence/ * .........

(1) According to Dr. M.A. Marwiok all nouns for "words” are aa if 
tho word were a commodity.

(2) Dr* Agatha Sohmidt. Ethnologist, who has done c m  interesting 
personality tests (Wartick) amongst the Tenda of the northern 
Transvaal and the JJsei in the British Camoroons, tells mo that tho 
African children "switch off and on" one or other source of know
ledge. "Once thev are school children, they are school children. 
They jwt themselves in the attitude of learning and nothing else 
enters. When taaj do not go to school, they are much more resource
ful and learn froa experience. When at school, there is nothing but 
school, their natural development is stopped, fhen they return to 
the kraal, their school knowledge drops off, and their way ef 
learning conceptually ia switched off, and the.? fall back to the 
usual way 0f learning of the kraal.
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fence, statements which 8earn generalisations fro® particular 

experience, are often statements about desired situations or intended 

activities, whioh is a real difficulty in trying to investigate the 

activities of sn organisation.

Also, things were done yesterday as they are done today and will 

W  done tomorrow. 3o what is tue difference between yesterday and 

tomorrow?

Once the birth of a sense of history waa experienced by me and 

how it oocured in a »oiaan. It was a tremendous event. She was trying 

to explain what was wrong in the dramatisation by ths Girls* clubs 

of traditional African stories and why it was wrong and how it should 

be put right.

She began by saying! "It is a very good idea, but there is one 

thing, they do all these traditicn-thlngs and that does net work always, 

they mix tradition with the things of nowadays, but tradition does not 

isork nowadays. Thsy do tradition and town-life like that"* (and she 

struck with both flat hands on one spot on the table). "What I mean 

is thisi I would do tradition things from here," (she touched the far 

end of the table's edge with both hands) "then we move," (both hands 

moved along the table's edge), "and this on," (here the tradition-hand 

stayed behind and the towa-life-har.d moved farther and came to rest), 

"now here, now we live under this".

"That's It ,"  she said then, satisfied. "Hot as things that exist.

It is like a s t o r y " .^

The notion of "Luck".

Things ars not the result of hard work, better planning or mere 

skill or knowledge, but "just luck". It Is, I beleive, net generally 

realised how am oh African women believe in, hope for, and explain 

everything, by "luok". It may stultify persistent effort, for If 

something fails after one trial, it was just "bad luok*, and th&t is 

the end of it. Also It maintains unfounded expectations i 

"I may have luok one day".

One/...........

(l) This woman had passed Standard VI, and taught Literacy o las lies.



One general example iaust be given* One of the first things the 

Matron of the Native omen’s Hostel in Oreystreet, Durban, did on 

her installation, was to cadi together all the women over 60. About 

50 of them came* She found that 20 of these women were entitled to 

old age pensions* Yet s«me of them lived in the same room with women 

who did not get old age pensions, knowing that they had them. When 

the Matron asked them why they had never enquired, they said, ”1 just 

had no luckl"

The happenings in their lives are not related as cause and e ffe U '. 

cor some women, there exist old age pensions and for other women there 

is no such thing. Why? They do not ask that, It ie just a matter of 

luck.

The happenings in their lives are not related as cause and effect!1  ̂

For some women, there exist old age pensions and for other women there 

ie no such thing, why?. They do not ask that. It is just a matter 

of luck.

Han's ways are irrational. ̂  And oertainly European ways. They 

do not even try to understand*

It is possible that thie word "luok" may have come to be used by 

Africans as the best fitted word in the English vocabulary to express 

their notion "strength"*

Onoe I nearly fell over a stone, but just managed to save myself,

A woman with whom I was walking said "Ah, Madam has got strong",

(She waa uneducated and her English was bad. The word "strong" 

was all she knew for what she wanted to say, probably sither 

"luck" or "strength".)

'The revolt s^ainst the exceptional" ^  ^

There is an immediate and, as it were, instinctive reaction 

against the woman who distinguishss herself from the rest. Some 

recognise it, without, of oourss, being able to explain it, and 

will say, for instance* "African people are always undermining 

each other". African women do not like other woman "shining too 

much", as the expression is, or "African people are always pulling 

each other doisro"*

—. ___________ _____ _________________________________Ifuch/*...._________________

(1) The only oause perceived by then? is a personal cause.(see "The 
Predominance of Personal filiations’1,

(2) 8,iiary Holding mentions this in an article " omen's institutions 
and the African Ghurch", in The International He view of i.;jg iopa" 
Vol.XXXI, No.l and 3, July 1942, pp.290-iuO, and concludes* "Ths 
lurking fsar of an accusation of witchcraft, if  her behaviour is 
markedly different from that of the re t, dies hard". Also, 
gsiskamica Hoek Rural Survey. Vol.3 ,p. 193. It ie the general opinion 
amongst observers that urbanisation and education do not diminish 
the belief in and practice of witchcraft. Some persons even say 
that the more educated, the more they believe in witchcraft.

(3) See case So* 26, "flora".



Much of this is normal human jealousy, of course. But that is 

not ths whole cause.

It is at the root of much of the loneliness of the few out-standing 

travelled and Jurpoeanised women. Thsy arouse in the other women an 

instinctive hatred, and f e a r .. . . . .

This is how it was explained by ons of these, who had had more 

than her due share, because she had had the courage to return 

to her birthplace and work amongst her own people. (Could this 

not be amongst the many reasons why nurses after training some

times do not like to go back to their own village unless they 

have definite obligations to support relations. Jfurses are oft^n 

considered "funny people".) This woman sandi " . . . . . .a n d  then you

get the persecution and the jealousy of the men. Men's jealousy 

is large - well. . . . . .  they think about the old social order, when

the women were submitted to polygamy, and they thinki these women,

they come to disturb our world of security........................ but

from the women, it hurts more, you think they would push you up 

and up. But they don't, they want to push you b a c k ....”

And I explained to her how I had learned to eee it, that in a 

communally directed tribal society, individual achievement waa not 

appreciated. Moderation wat? the thing to stdve for, and the norm 

was esteemed. It was not denirable that someone should work longer 

and better and produce a better article than his colleagues) it was 

not wanted. There was no reward for outstanding capacities, i .e . 

outstanding bsyond your "station". On ths contrary, if somebody's 

fields yielded more and better produce, it was not because he had 

worked harder and more efficiently, no, it was because he had a better 

"medicine"* he must be a wizardl It must be like that in a society 

where equilibrium is everything, and no excuses can be tolerated 

becuase they disturb this equilibrium. Conformity with ths prescribed 

pattern is ths highest v i r t u e . T h e r e f o r e ,  society must turn 

against ths exceptional individual.

Shs listened with avidity, and then sighed deeply and said*

"And you have found that outi Oh yea, you are right. You're 

so right. Knowing this makes one smile instead of being hurt 

by i t . . . . .  Sow I laugh at them, because I understand.. . . ”

This/........

(l) The wise Chinese have a proverb* The genius ie a public nuisance.



1*1118 ie amongst th® reasons why certain Afrioan women (even 

when they are capable of it, as increasing numbers are) are not keen 

on taking on positions of authority, unless a European supports 

this authority/^

An experienced European once said to met "It would be interesting 

to got positive evidence of my impression that "Tagathi" in the 

schools is often directed against the brightest pupils ...."

dow this combines with the tremendous pride and the very real 

alaticn displayed when one of a group is singled out for exceptional 

favours or honours, is not cloar.

..ince such attitudes ar<& connected with prevalent European 

attitudes, it is not easy to distinguian which of the two, the tribal 

past or the iuropean example, ia the determining factor in the 

motivation.

In organisations thia behaviour pattern causes great difficulties, 

for it may make it dangerous for a woman to "rise from the ranks."

For instance, in the Wayfarers Association it markedly hinders the 

appointment of more African Higher Superintendents. It is easier 

when the leader to be appointed cop.es from outside.

It is often the reaeon why so many leading personalities prefer 

to be known as "the organiser", and leave the positions of status to 

others.

The "cones of reciprocity".

Th® tribal sooiety, the code of behaviour is based on reciprocity.

If you do not do ths right thing towards your neighbour, he, in his 

turn, will net be Tilling to do the right thing towards you. Hence, 

infringement of the societal laws and customs carries its own punish— 

ment, for ths offender will ultimately find himself a l o n e .^

And being alone ie equql to death.

It is inteasting, as will be shown later, how strong this code 

still is in the purely "Afrioan climate" of the Funeral Societies.

Further/ • • • • * • •

(1) See for this also under Youth organisations, p.

(2) Sxaotly the same phenomenon was noticed amongst the Laps. ?.fcen 
people live few and far between and climatic conditions make 
life hard, it becomes a matter of sheer survival to receive and 
expect help. The Laps also have a strong code of reciprocity, 
which also fades away aa and when they become integrated in 
Finnish or Norwegian society.
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Further, tha whole "Stockfsl" is based on it. In the more European- 

structured organisations it loses its foroe.

In th-s urban environment, with the give and take of its money 

economy, it becomes perverted, aa will he demonstrated below.

The "terrible feeling of equality"

The belief that every one must benafit equally and individually, 

and must contribute equally and individually is carried through ad 

ridioulura in ths Stockfel and plays a strong part in most organisat

ions.

In tribal life, I am told, whan the women come together to help 

with a house or a field job, the;? must all start together. And they 

will never start until everybody has arrived. For none of them would 

like to have done more then a later arrival*^1 '

It shows itself in organisations, in the fact that older members 

who have paid their contributions and conducted their activities since 

many years object to newer members who have as yet only contributed 

little, having nevertheless the same benefits from the organisation** 

efforts*

The notion "common good" is not an abstract, it is not a universal, 

so that monsy collected for the "common good" can be fitfully spent 

on on© or some members of the group representing this com :on good. For 

African women this notion is concrete, it stands for the complete 

enumeration of particulars* It means each ana everyone of the meirbers 

equally and individually*

It may, therefore, sometimes be advisable, specially in dealing 

with a lees evolved type of woman, to allow them a personal stake 

in a common enterprise. (See also under "The neceesity of a direot 

object")*

The attitude to "L-fcW"

Kany books state that the Afrioans are fundamentally law-abiding 

peoples* There is more in thia, however. Laws to the® are not an 

expression of man's ideas about things, or the consequence of man's 

growing experience and knowledge as to how to regulate behaviour in 

the best possible way* "Laws always were", is the stereotyped 

answer* Laws to the tribal African were not man-made, and subject to 

errors, and consequently to changes and improvements like all man-made 

things*

"Laws/............

(l) Oral information from an anthropologist*



'’laws always ware". Laws are not questioned, they are followed and 

obeyed* Laws are not results but causes. Laws do not only regulate 

behaviour, laws explain behaviour.

For many women, laws are still an explanation for phenomena, 

and an entirely satisfactory and final explanation. One can ask a 

womans "Why is this like that?", and she will answers "It is the 

law". ^

And it is thsse people who, more than any other people I know 

(except possibly the Euslims), eould have been helped and supported 

in their difficult transitions by adaptative laws, which they would 

have obeyed and followed and revered as they did their tribal l a w s .^  

It is these fundamentally law-needing and law-respecting people, who 

have been entirely left in a vacuum. Not only have they been given 

unjust laws, but confusing laws, laws they do not understand, European 

laws, based on fundamentally different principles. And more often 

than not, "there just are no laws" in many an aspect of a women's 

life, in whioh she had been used to follow a law.

How this vacuum is being creatively filled by many African 

organisations of a religious nature, will be shown in discussing the 

Manyanoe, and then naturally, the process goes to extremes. Africans 

are increasingly again making their own laws, for instance, in the 

sects arising everywhere, and these lawa again rest on a religious 

basis. And these laws are such that Africans understand them, they 

are detailed prescriptions, particularised injunctions covering

particular aspects of life separately and expressly^ \

"The predominance of personal relations".

"Behind every occurrence there is for him (the African) the one 
( 5)

who oauaes"w /  The interrelation between the belief in witchcraft 

and magic and the predominance of personal relations is obvious^ 

for inner neoessity and natural causes is substituted a personal will.

Anything/............. .

(1) See, for instance, the conversation reported under Mrs. Kh. Case 13
(2) The ethioal/legal field as strongest motivating foroe was estab

lished by Dr. Biesheuvel in a test done amongst the students of 
Kilnsrton.

(3) See, for instance, under Youth Organisations, p .3*
(4 ) One 0X these aspscts has been dealt with in the Nurses Report.
(5 ; Diedrich Westermann "The African To-day" Oxford University Press

1934, P .37*
(6) This is beautifully demonstrated by Godfrey and Monica Wilson, 

"Analysis of 3ooial Change" , pp. 97/6 .



Anything that befalls a m a n  may be due to the good will or 

bad will of persona.

"If  you tell thorn they've done wrong", aaya a missionary, they 

say* "Father hate a m e " /1 '

In organisations, group cohesion and enthusiasm is maintained 

through personal adherence to the leader* Leadership is a matter of 

personalities* Person ad likes and dialikes may make or break an 

organisation* An organisation IS the leader*

This is a rery real difficulty, specially in those organisations 

which have to work with voluntary Suropean workers, who tend to be 

unreliable and fickle in their work and efforts) they oome and go. 

Hence very much better results at less expense are achieved by 

missionary enterprises, where one person doss the job and continues 

doing the job for years and years.

Things are done because of personal attachment to the teacher 

or the social worker, and if things go wrong it is the leader who is 

blamed.

"If  you want an organisation to run well, the only way is to

make them attached to you personally," remarks a competent welfare
( 2 )

worker ' Kore than anything else, more even than money, organisat

ions need the right type of European, who will stiok to the job. It 

is the whole secret of the suooess of ths Zenzele YWCa Clubs.

An interesting example fro© my case records Is the following*

At the Annual General meeting of the People's Co-op, the Treasurer 

(a European) announced his resignation. The members (all women) 

were terribly upset for two reason*. Firstly, thsy were very 

worried because the Treasurer "is leaving us in a mess, when we 

do not yet know where we are”. They quite naturally thought that 

with this, the club would be broken up, and the "books" (ths 

precious bookst) would be lost for ever* Bven the Chairman, an 

evolved, highly educated, woman, expressed her doubts on this 

point* The Treasurer tried to answer, but missed the point of 

the woman's worry* Whereupon the Chairman, now understanding it, 

explained at length that the books "would be properly handed 

over, and the Co-op would not cease to exist".

Seoondly/ ))5

(1) Ses also Case Hot 26, "Agnes"*

(2) Hence the very real advantage which Continentals and Americans 
have in working with Africans. They are aleo inclined to express 
and eeek a personal element in their relationships.



Secondly, they had the feeling that It was all their own 

nil a take. "Maybe if we had worked better, the Treasurer would 

not have resigned”* "ilaybe we made so many mistakes that the 

Treasurer is fed up with us now,"

It was impossible for them to understand, or believe that the 

Treasurer might have had impersonal reasons for his resignation*

That an institution or an organisation has a continuity indepen

dent of persons is difficult to realise. To Africans it appears much 

more natural that every new officer, every new president, should 

start anew and afresh, without continuing the work of his predecessor* 

The permanence of written records over generations of human beings 

is unknown to them, and often, when trying to explain it, I found 

that they just did not believe it* That this is one of the reasons 

for secessions has, I believe, not been mentioned. When a Chairlady 

is transferred, the new Chairlady naturally starts a new sooiety. But 

some of the members "remain faithful to the former Chairlady", how

ever far away she may have gone, and just wait for her return....

Amongst my case records are several examples of a similar behavioui 

pattern amongst men. For instance, in the Advisory Boards, where 

newly elected members do not know and do not make an effort to know 

what last year's members have done or tried to do*

The group as the carrier of an abstract idea, which ths group 

hands over in its progressive stages of development for other individ

uals to continue, is as yet beyond the conception of many women*

"The necessity of a direct object"*

"The women just cannot see beyond the immediate present," is a 

common complaint* "Only when a problem touches them immediately they 

try to do something about it"*

lii diy leaders will tell one the same thing* An organisation 

started with tremendous enthusiasm (and any new organisation is a treat 

in itself), after a while, falls peacefully asleep* It cannot keep 

on existing because it cannot maintain the women's interest in such 

general and abstract aims as "furtherance o f . . . . " ,  "maintenance o f . . . "

Xvery now and again its peaceful slumbers are rudely

awakened/. . .



awakened when then ia something concrete to do, or a definite aim 

to strive after, "You think wa have coasted to exist because we do 

not do anything at th* moment," said an organiser, "but when some

thing special happens, or something dangerous, or a new interest, 

then they all turn up*" "African people can only work for a definite 

project whioh takes so long and no longer, a concrete object to be 

realised within a definite limited time".

An evolved African Sohool principal relatess "I was President 

of the Teachers' Association and, with my American experience,

I was struok here by th® expectations the people have of an 

organisation, which the teachers also had of theirs* They askedt 

% a t  is the point? Are you going to improve the teachers' 

salaries? If you would have said* yes, then they would have 

cone* It takes a long time to educate our teachers otherwise*

A general aim doos not strike their imagination"*

The natural tendency is to create an organisation for a specifio 

concrete purpose, to be raalised within a limit«d time* Then when 

the aim is achiaved, tha organisation peters out and dies* iShen 

another need oalls for action, thay will put up an entirely new 

organisation, which again will cease to exist after fulfilment of 

that one purpose*

This problem is particularly in evidence in the Community Service 

group3 and the Home Makers Clubs* Their general aim means very little* 

After th® creche has been built and the cake recipe has been learned, 

the need for that organisation has ended*

The Stookfel satisfies this particular need and is attuned to 

this tendency*

In the opinion of lir* Donald Mtimkulu, Principal of Chlange, 

tha only way for Europeans to help is*

1) To try to teach the women that it is good to organise 

and have a permanent group, but this is not easy}

2) To help the women by breaking down a general, abstract aim 

into certain smaller recognisable concrete aims, which oan 

be achieved within not too long a time* And lahile they

are nearing that aim, one must already show them the nest step*

It is only fair to stats that this tendency seems squally evident 

among Suropeana* Instead of working through existing groups and 

organisations, the tendency is to establish a new organisation. The 

reasons are complex, but tha necessity to have a concrete is 

one of them.

It/,



It seems, therefore, to ho wiser to keep the women’ 8 organisations 

rather small and the attdnn;ent of their aims not too far away* Co

operatives, for instance, should be small, and their benefits distrib

uted in frequent, small, amounts, rather than at longer intervals* 

vVoraon are inolined to lose themselves, their aims and their benefits 

when the scale is too vast* And the; should be enabled to keep traok 

of these*

They always want to be able to see something*

"Money? Money? I askt for what? I want to see something*

African people first want to see something* **

"Only when they sse a movement going, they become interested*

When the; see you are really doing something for Afrioans*

Only collecting money and without any proof of what you are 

doing, then they are not interested."

"The mutual distrust?

The above is, of course, related to the women * s ingrained 

suspicion about money* There is some justification for thiss they 

have been cheated all too often. All those many "get-rich-quick" 

schemes, to which they committed themselves blindly and crazily, have 

made them extremely suspicious of anybody who wants to colleot money. 

All too often the Treasurer has run away with the cash! "A poverty- 

stricken nation always falls an easy prey to people who come with 

promises” , said a sensible Service Committee Chairlady to me* So 

many people have come with suggestions! let's do this, and the result 

was always that they pocketed the money "and now run in big cars and ■’ 

no one can ask where is my money"*

This natural distrust makes organising very difficult, for they 

have no great faith in discussions and plans) they want to see some

thing first in order to be convinced*

Froa this distrust, the Europeans are not excluded* Besides the 

more general distrust of European motives and ways, there is also 

financial distrust. Although it is frequently true that they like 

thair treasurers to be Europeans, on the other hand, they can make 

the ivildest accusations of Suropean dishonesty 3IUS‘t

_____________________________________________________________ forgiven/...........

(l) It may be helpful, nevertheless, to give one ex-aaple. For a
while the story, originated by one of the leading figures, went 
around in the Service Committee of the Aseociation of European 
and Afrioan women, that Europeans "are very keen on all the 
materials that are given to the Association” . Mrs* B. was seen 
in a blouse mads from material which was given to the Associat
ion! Verily, things have &one f&r indeed!



forgiven* They simply cannot imagine that Europeans have other 

motives for assisting them thsn personal benefit* (Of course,

Suropsans asnistance ia also often seen as a round-about and olever 

way of suppression)*

It is too often forgotten that, before the women come in contact 

with the kind social worker, their ideas about !5uropeans have already 

beer, formed by their experiences with other species of the Oenus 

Homo Europeans.

"The outburst of individualism” ^ ^

This again is partly associated with the former* It shows itself 

in such stereotyped answers as "Kind your own business" or "It is no 

business of yours", which were given to Youth leaders who urged the 

mothers to try to see that their children attended more regularly, or 

when the civic guards ware trying to stop the children from gambling 

in th , streets* Parents resent all interference with their children, 

which is the direct opposite of the tribal pattern*

If one asks a woman to find out something (something quite 

innocent and superficial) about another organisation, shs often 

answers* "They will say, why poke your nose in other people's affairs*** 

This has not facilitated this investigation*

The women say this, "all being by themselves" and "everyone for 

himself", came into axistance with the arrival of the IJuropsans, and 

"it ia the European regulations which brought this"* The women live 

precariously in the edge between legal and illegal activities, and are 

always on their guard* you never know how "the police" will be brought 

in.

"African people are banned from being sociable by the way they 

are treated* Their minds are always worrying about those funny laws... 

said another woman.

Tho typical Chetto mentality results* frustration turned inwards 

in mutual aggression and hatred and suspicion.

"It is an interesting paradox that Africans who have from time 

Immemorial led a coimunal life, are bigoted individualists when

i t / ...........

(l) The expression is borrowed from j)r. Bay Phillips* "The Bantu 
In the City" , The Lovedale Press, p. 28*



it comes to commercial life. Everyone wants to have hi« own little 

shop with a littl* stock bought from a retailor. Co-operative or 

collective methods do not appeal to these small traders. Even co

operatives buying from a wholesaler does not sees to have won our 

trading people." Thus cogences an article in the Bantu i'orld on 

"African business".

Conscious and planned co-operation is difficult to arrange 

amongst the women. The matron of the Greystreet »omen*s Hostsl in 

Durban says that in the hoatel every woman buys and cooks her own 

food. Even women living in the same room would not elv* thair cook

ing by forming groups. Jh* haa triad to mak* them s«* the advantage* 

of common buying and cooking, but they just will not do it. "They 

are anti-social. Not that they will not sit together and chat and 

gossip, but thay *on*t join work or any other serious activity 

together".

"Yea they take the wrong emphasis in Yestern Civilisation", 
an African explained to me. "The being individual of the 
Suropean is hare overemphasised. And the more civilised 
an African ia, the more likely it is that he behavas 
individualiatically". (l)

Three forcas inter-playi the European example, the Ghetto 

mentality, and the over-comrensation from long collective existence 

with its suppression of the individual.

let, with thair limited finanoial strength, they must lsara to 

co-orerate. In Durban, eorae women do, and successfully, and in very 

small numbers, some three or four together.

"The struggle for position".

Thia is one of the best known faots, since it shows itself most 

clearly in its outward manifestation*. "Ofcourse", said a welfare 

officer, "they are position-seek*r*. If they have no position, they 

are not in on the job".

In an organisation, everyone wants to have a position, to hold 

an office, and the enormous jealousies and rivalries resulting from 

this struggle for positions are wellknown. Some women blame thi* on 

the Suropeana, because "uropeans only take notice of th* office

bearers", but this is, of course, not all.

This/« • • • •

(1) Th* women say selfish is the meaning of "individualistic".



Thi? tragi-comic phenomenon is linked with the inordinate 

importance of "Statue"* For people who have been used ef old to 

hare a well-defined, well-honoured "Place" (the word often ueed for 

status ie ISIEUffDHlA, th# Zulu word for "place") in a etrlctly 

hierarchically etructurod community, the loes of status in town ftust 

he terrible» like a ship that hae loet its moorings in a store:*

In the tribe, apparently, the concept "status" did not exist as 

such ^ ^ *  But the word "status" hae entered into the urban African's 

vooab lary with a vsngenee! The beet definition of "status" given 

(of course by a semi-educated woman) is* "It is that people know who 

you are". And in town nobody knows who you are, so you ?cust begin 

by making this obvious and unmistakable by a delegate's rosette, a 

membership badge, a university degree, a recognised profession, a 

uniform, a resounding title suoh as "Recording Tice Secretary" or 

R.W.A.S.S.T.^* - (Bight Worthy Assistant Secretary to theSecretar/ 

of Youth Work)*

"She wants to make a name for herself," as the women very 
correctly say*

Anyone in contact with Afrioan organisations knows such cases as 

this onet the soclsty has twelve members, ten of whom have official 

titles and the two left out are consoled by being called "Committee

members"*

This avidity for titles and offices is one of the greatest 

stumbling blocks in organisations! it tends to keep the groups 

small, and it encourages secessions and branoh-forsnation* On ths 

other hand, it is ths greatest incentive for organisational activity. 

For, sscond to education, and even more than just wealth, organisation

al activity confers "status" upon the women. Many women, like their 

uropean sisters, only organise for the sake of getting their name 

in the Press, and being able to say they are "Founders" of "Chairlady” 

of such and suoh an organisation, which then sometimes consists of 

that person only!

All this is inevitable in a society which affords little occasion 

for real status, and amongst people who havs been used tc the 

security of "their allotted place", Furthermore, "status"

W .............

(l) There can be "rank" without the word denoting it, or there can 
bo half a dozen words all denoting various kinds of "rank",
;anetis-.es a notion of im ortance in a culture has no word, because 
it is so important as to be all-pervasive, a normal presupposit
ion of all sooial life, Africans could only give me words for 
"status" in the negative, for someone not knowing his place, 
or not paying due regard to status.
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